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Preface

For almost two centuries periodic preoccupation with the problems of poverty has emphasized the relationships between the poor and their immediate environment. This essentially geographic formulation of poverty is usually expressed as the relationships between the adverse environments of the inner city and the presumed pathological social conditions among its impoverished residents. These conditions are often directly attributed to the adverse environment of the inner city, but whenever they seem to be unresponsive to environmental improvements, they are judged to be part of a deviant subculture or the result of personal deviance. Assumptions about high levels of personal deviance among the poor and within the inner city have, therefore, encouraged a strong emphasis on clinical and therapeutic approaches at the individual or familial level. Nevertheless, the overrepresentation of ethnic minorities among the poor has tended to reinforce arguments about the distinctive social world of the poor. Although poverty is confined neither to ethnic minorities nor to the inner city, several presumed indicators of pathological social behavior have for long been attributed to those minorities that are concentrated in the inner city. The validity of these associations remain questionable, but they are entrenched in much of the current debate about poverty.

This debate has taken the form of evaluations of public policies initiated in the late 1960s and designed to respond to changing interpretations of poverty. In retrospect critics of policies that necessitated an enlarged commitment to public expenditures have argued that these efforts have exacerbated the problems they were intended to resolve. These unintended consequences of reform were attributed to the inability of the poor to respond to policies that failed to consider the implications of the deviant or pathological way of life within the inner city. In particular, a range of social problems were directly linked to the fragility of the nuclear family and the looseness of household arrangements among the poor.
xii Preface

Other critics, with more confidence in the benefits of intervention, have attributed the persistence of poverty to an unnecessarily narrow view of poverty. This narrow perspective resulted in a misguided emphasis on those obstacles to advancement that are associated with the inner-city environment. The environmental and institutional limitations of the inner city are themselves consequences of the uneven development of a capitalist political economy. Under these circumstances the adverse environment of the poor in both the inner city and elsewhere results from the economic insecurity of low wages and unemployment. Under conditions of inadequate social insurance the apparently deviant household arrangements of the poor are viewed as a means of coping with their economic predicament.

Current debates about the relationships among poverty, minorities, and the inner city are rooted in evaluations of policies initiated about two decades ago, but the issues of this debate have a much longer ancestry. In many respects the underlying arguments of this debate were formulated during the second quarter of the nineteenth century, when the first wave of mass immigration from Europe exacerbated anxieties about the social order of the rapidly growing seaports of the northeastern United States. Interpretations of poverty became part of a set of assumptions about the immigrant slums and the presumed deviance of their residents. At different times these assumptions implied varying degrees of environmental or cultural determinism, as well as complex reciprocal interactions between environment and culture. Despite this range of interpretations of poverty, most policies recognized that inadequate sanitation, overcrowded housing, and the impoverished public environment of the inner city exacerbated the problem of poverty, but efforts to diminish these visible consequences of industrialization were more effective than those that confronted economic insecurity more directly. Primarily because improvements in urban living conditions coincided with periods of suburbanization, the precise environmental obstacles of the poor were often linked to their immediate residential circumstances rather than to their access to expanding employment opportunities.

Moreover, the majority of the past residents of the inner city eventually overcame their adverse environment and made their way at different rates into the mainstream of suburban America. Some interpretations of this selective mobility have concluded that the damaging impact of the inner city was contingent upon the cultural resources of different ethnic groups. The definitions of these resources are often imprecise and vary from adaptations of their ancestral culture to the rapid adoption of social arrangements that approximated those of middle-class America. Under these circumstances the inner city could be their temporary rather than their permanent abode. This genetic conception of inner-city poverty was
also part of a broader interpretation of assimilation. Ethnic resources were not only instrumental in coping with the adverse environment of the inner city, but they were often redefined in successive generations so that ethnic identities continued to influence the patterns of life in suburban America.

These conclusions are, however, based upon retrospective evaluations of groups over several generations; many of those groups were, in fact, judged to be deviant at the time of their initial settlement in the inner city. Moreover, discrimination complicated the degree to which ethnic resources made advancement possible. Not only have judgments about the same group changed over the course of several generations, but the degree to which the inner-city environment provided opportunities for advancement has fluctuated during the course of industrialization. These shifts in the degree to which various kinds of employment were concentrated in the central business district and in the complexity and fluidity of the internal stratification of the urban labor force radically altered the inner-city environment confronted by successive migrant groups.

The current debate about the problems of poverty retains many elements of these earlier dialogues. Some observers stress the cultural differences between the current and prior residents of the inner city while others emphasize changes in the location and kind of employment within and between cities. In the period of mass immigration, there was also a tendency to stress the moral and cultural limitations of the most recent immigrant arrivals during periods when shifts in the political economy exercised profound changes in the location and kinds of urban employment. Although there were clearly variations in the ways in which different ethnic groups coped with the inner city, for some groups and blacks in particular, discrimination in the labor market and shifts in the organization of the labor market presented obstacles that were beyond the capacities of the most flexible of ethnic resources. This book examines the changing conceptions of these relationships between migrants and the inner city from an explicitly geographic perspective during the period of mass immigration to the United States from about 1840 until the introduction of immigration restriction in 1923–4.

The evidence about these relationships is disproportionately drawn from the testimonies of both hostile and sympathetic outsiders. Moreover, in the formulation of public policies, these outsiders often created objects of reform that were closer to their interpretations of poverty than to the conditions of life among the poor. From time to time, outsiders did provide a rich ethnographic record of the poor and during these periods the interpretations of sensitive outsiders coincided more closely with the fragmentary records that the poor left about themselves. The bulk of these fragmentary records have, however, only become part of the inter-
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Interpretation of poverty retrospectively and for these reasons, this book comprises firstly an examination of the changes in the formulation of the relationships between the migrant poor and the inner-city environment from 1840 to 1925 and secondly, a re-examination of those relationships on the basis of retrospective reinterpretations of ethnicity and poverty proposed during the past half century.

My debts are numerous and here I acknowledge only those in my immediate environment. The book was completed during my term as an Associate Dean of the Graduate School at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I thank Dean Robert M. Bock for providing the kind of flexibility in my administrative obligations that made it possible for me to keep my research in motion. The Department of Geography is a stimulating milieu for research and at various times, Martin Cadwallader, Robert Ostergren, Robert Sack, Yi Fu Tuan, as well as Paul Boyer of the Department of History, provided me with critical reactions to my efforts. I would also like to thank the Department of Geography at University College London for their support of a Visiting Professorship during which the final revisions were made.
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